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Multiple images converter and editor. Save the best images in high quality with all basic and advanced editing options. Convert
images with all major formats to keep the most popular. Adjust image size to make it look the most suitable. Create and save
specific profiles. Convert images to different formats. Read image comments and edit them. Extract the best image from the
whole collection. Save image to a folder or directly to the selected social network. Import image from a file. Import image from
the clipboard. Multi-formats format converter. An application for editing images with all common filters, special effects and color
tweaking options. Use the tool to create low-quality, high-quality, sepia, brighten up or sharpen photos, use a variety of filters to
create an image, add text and other graphics, modify colors, sharpen, soften or brighten images, adjust contrast, exposure and
more. Founded in 2011, AZ Image is a quick image editor to quickly create, edit, resize, convert and upload images to popular
social networks. Create professional quality images Featuring numerous image editing options and a variety of presets, the
application is a great tool for creating your own images. The design of the interface includes a simple file list, with a large preview
of each image, and a toolbar with all available tools. You are able to load images from both a folder and the clipboard. This
convenient feature makes it easy to manipulate your images. Additionally, you can save the settings of each image. As an added
benefit, the application allows you to convert images to various formats. In addition, you can easily export or upload images via
social networks. Create one image at a time The AZ Image interface is very simple, and consists of a single window. This makes it
easy to perform any editing task that requires a single image. You can adjust the image's exposure, contrast and brightness, apply
brightness and color effects, use filters, add text and graphics and more. Save image with presets The application comes with a
wide range of presets, and a variety of editing tools. These presets come in handy because they save you time and allow you to
quickly convert images to different formats. In addition, you can use them to create specific images, apply effects and adjust the
image's size. You can also save the settings of each image. Create, modify and save profiles The application offers three modes of
use,
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When you get lots of photo files on your hard drive, it's hard to keep track of the different formats and sizing. The folks at AZ
Image have been solving that problem by creating a free file manager. Features: - Import and export to popular formats
like.jpg,.png,.bmp,.gif,.tiff and more - Fast batch converting, batch resize and batch rotate - Create formatting profiles - Save to
many formats, including those for Google+ and Picasa - Supports unlimited number of files - Store your formatting settings for
easier access - Supports FTP and HTTP uploading - Supports camera upload, USB, memory card and SD card - Supports
Dropbox, GDrive, WebDAV and FTP upload - Supports file renaming - Supports resizing, rotating and cropping - Supports
uploading to Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Instagram and many more (Mac/Linux) To add some fun to your digital life and work
with your images, Zenmuse offers a collection of some of the best tools for creating animated gifs. Here's a list of some of the
best ones. (Mac/Linux) Image Optimizer is a simple utility which analyzes and optimizes your images. When you have some
photos lying around which you think could be improved with the help of your computer, let's face it, you probably have a lot of
duplicates, bad exposure or missing sharpening. If you work with images a lot, then you will surely know that it is a big problem
keeping track of all your images in one place, especially if you have them spread over various folders. With Photo Rescue 2.4 you
can easily create collections, keep track of your images and import them into any other photo editor or file manager. If you work
with a lot of RAW images you will know that processing them can take a long time, especially if you have a lot of them. But with
PhotoScape Pro 4.2 you can easily apply one of the best RAW image editors to your RAW images and process them in no time.
Finally, if you are someone who loves to create websites and optimize them for performance, you will definitely know that
sometimes it can be difficult to keep your website design consistent over time. With Photo Engine 2.6 you can easily clean up
your images and then add them to your website design. To end with, here is a list of some of the best tools to organize and save
your

What's New In?
The search for all of your favorite photos, videos, and other files is now easier than ever. Do you like photos? Want to find a
photo, or do you want to find a photo that someone sent you? Either way, you can now download images from Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and any other Web site. Well, now you can download images from any Web site too. This is the new free photo search
tool that can find anything from any site, anywhere on the Web. Whether you want a picture or a video, it can find it. Search
Now! Filter by: Granular filters allow you to choose the part of an image you want to keep. You can create a few layers of change
by adjusting the filter, including: Color Tone, Gray, Brightness, Hue and Saturation. Video makers love this feature, as you can
turn an image into a time-lapse video by applying these granular filters on several frames of a video. Granular filters are really
easy to use. Just click the sliders to move the color down or up. Drag the slider to the left to make colors lighter or to the right to
make them darker. Black and White Hue Saturation Color Tone Vivid Burn Gradual Cross Process (GCP) Drop Shadow Layered
Oil Paint Brighten Deepen Highlight Shadow Contrast Blur Colorize Mute Negate Sharpen Blemish Auto Tone Detail Enhancer
Paper Texture White Cutout Glitch Adjust Color & Brightness Selective Color Selection Mask HDR (High Dynamic Range)
Black & White Black & White Temporal Flash Flash Pinwheel Pixelate Layers Temperature Animations Counters Image Swap
Invert Dehaze Delay Water Blur Line Video Video Photo Photo Video Video Photo Photo Video Video Photo Photo Photo Photo
Video Photo Photo Photo Photo Video Photo Photo Video Photo Photo Video Photo Photo Photo Video Photo Photo Video
Photo Photo Photo Photo Video Photo Photo Photo Video Photo Photo Photo Photo Video Photo
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